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Purpose

• One-stop shared set of resources for researchers, practitioners, policy-makers, regulators and citizens
• To provide world-first Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) testbeds, datasets, benchmarks, reference scenarios.
REPHRAIN TOOLBOX

- Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) testbeds
- Benchmarks
- Methods, Tool & Prototypes
- Datasets
- Reference Scenarios
REPHRAIN OUTPUTS

- **Peer-reviewed**: 50.0%
- **Tools**: 9.1%
- **Datasets**: 13.6%
- **Reports**: 27.3%

bristol.ac.uk
REPHRAIN OUTPUTS

Project Output Per Call

- Testbed
- Datasets
- Benchmarks
- Reference scenario
- Methods, Tools, Prototypes
- Publications
- Community facing services

Type of Output

- SFC 2
- SFC 1
- Inaugural Projects
REPHRAIN OUTPUTS
REPHRAIN OUTPUTS

Projects Output Per Online Harm

Types of Online Harm

- Data Availability
- Misinformation
- CSAM
- Non-Consensual
- Information Probing
- Surveillance
- Bank Fraud
- Intimidation/Assault
- Sale of Illegal Goods
- Violent Content

Categories:
- Dataset
- Peer reviewed Papers
- Reports
- Tools
- Benchmark
REPHRAIN OUTPUTS

Discuss how your work or (expected outputs) can link with other project outputs to produce another tangible output.

https://tinylink.net/FJRcp
Thank you

rephrain-centre@bristol.ac.uk
@REPHRAIN1
https://rephrain.ac.uk/